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The Green Way
Our Culture | Our Promise | Our Service

“

Global reach with a personal touch
green story

We saw a need in the marketplace for a company
based on relationships, ethics, old-school freight
forwarding with a modern twist, and a passion for
taking care of the customer,” says Thomas Jorgensen,
Green Worldwide Shipping President & CEO. “These

“

are the principles upon which Green was built.
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Global reach with a personal touch.
That’s the foundation on which four partners (and
long-time friends) agreed to when they started
Green Worldwide Shipping back in 2008.
After decades of working for large, multi-national
forwarders, Thomas Jorgensen, Peter Aaro-Hansen,
Edward Chambers, and Rex Sherman became tired
of outdated systems and political red tape that
failed to deliver the one thing shippers needed:
customer service with a flexible supply chain.
And we haven’t looked back.
Green Worldwide Shipping is a leader of international
logistics, freight forwarding and Customs brokerage.
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green mission
Listen and understand our clients and their industries;
Offer best-in-class transportation solutions;
Use technology to gain efficiency and visibility;
Create a positive and healthy work environment;
Build long-term relationships;
Maintain profitability to ensure we are here for our customers in the future;
Continued growth through sales across the entire organization.

green vision
To be an ever-evolving, innovative logistics company that enables customers
to achieve their mission through our team of trusted, empowered, and
respected individuals.

green values
Every shipping experience should be a pleasure;
Respect for our clients, our vendors, our employees, and our world;
We encourage the personal and professional growth of our employees;
We hold our team to the highest standard of ethics and integrity;
It is our people who make the difference.
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green culture

Find customer service
transparency

Anticipating challenges.
Handling every detail.
Going the extra mile.
These are the driving characteristics of Green’s
company culture and what keeps our clients coming
back, time and time again. Our industry is filled with
providers that sacrifice talent and customer service for
the bottom line.

green brand
Choosing Green Worldwide Shipping means
an exceptional experience
for every customer,
every shipment,
every time.
We work harder to make your life easier.
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THIS LITTLE BOOK HAS
A BIG MESSAGE
It’s all about you,
our customer.
We developed
The Green Way
to define our
approach to
customer service
excellence.

At Green, our culture proposition is the exact opposite.
We pride ourselves in being rooted to our clients’
business, allowing our team to uniquely align with yours.
From the first interaction, Green strives to understand
what you need to execute your vision and provide a
superior shipping experience – that’s the Green Way.
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green standard
The Green Standard covers every step in the life of a shipment.
Fueled by steady communication and technology, the Green team
delivers service on your terms.
The Green Standard identifies milestone events that trigger updates from
our experts showing the current status as well as upcoming shipment
events and what to expect. Our focus on customer service means that
we must be proactive, continuously planning ahead to fully provide the
visibility our clients require.
Our planning and preparation results in improved freight handling, timely
milestones, better cost control, and greater supply chain oversight benefitting your timeline, deadline, and bottom line.
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green difference
UNTETHERED ALIGNMENT. We select the
best network based on routing, price,
carrier, and service because we can.
Airfreight from Germany, no problem;
FDA goods from Israel, got it;
Apparel from Asia, check.
We find and partner with local experts
to ensure your goods are cleared
faster and handled by the
best in your industry.
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CUT THE RED TAPE. While you’d most likely call to rave about
our incredible service, Green’s flat corporate culture means
our President & CEO, Thomas Jorgensen, is only a short call or
email away. Problems are not passed from department to
department or left in limbo.
PRIVATELY-OWNED, EFFECTIVELY MANAGED. Offices in every
continent? Sounds expensive. As a private company, Green
simply doesn’t have to answer to anyone except our clients.
We aren’t weighed down by shareholder opinion, costly
overhead, or exclusivity contracts.
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green service
Regardless of size, mode, or routing Green’s flexible
network handles your small package airfreight with
as much care as your OOG break bulk.
We move freight; it’s what we do.
Import Transportation Air/Ocean
Export Transportation Air/Ocean
Foreign-Foreign
Warehousing & Distribution
Domestic Transportation
Customs Brokerage
Importer Security Filing
Customs Bond
Cargo Insurance
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FOCUS
International
E-Commerce
Project Cargo
Time-Critical
Warehouse
Domestic
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SYSTEMS
green tms
green wms
green wgs
green spx

green tech
With a dedicated internal staff, Green Worldwide
Shipping provides personalized IT solutions that
meet your business needs:
- Web-portal access
- EDI integration
- KPI monitoring
- SKU-level detail
- Real-time tracking and tracing
- Customs compliance monitoring
- Supply chain management solutions
- Warehouse management
- Digital documentation
- Custom reporting
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green sustains
As an important player in international logistics, we are
dedicated to seeking out and implementing innovative
and eco-friendly transportation solutions.
Green is a proud member of the United Nations Global
Compact, the world’s largest sustainability initiative, that
calls for participants to align strategies, innovation, and
operations with universal principles on human-rights, labor,
environment, and anti-corruption.

green CO2check
CARBON FOOTPRINT
refers to the total amount of
carbon dioxide (CO2) and
other greenhouse gases
emitted over the entire
lifecycle of a product or
service.
In 2015, greenhouse gas
emissions from transportation
accounted for about
27 percent of total U.S.
greenhouse gas emissions,
making it the second largest
contributor of U.S. greenhouse
gas.*

At Green Worldwide Shipping, we know
your company has a vision. If that vision
includes evaluating your supply chain’s
emissions impact or reducing your
company’s carbon footprint, we are
proud to present green CO2check.
The green CO2check tool allows clients
to integrate environmental standards
proactively at the start of supply chain
planning, meeting supplier standards to
help your business compete.

*Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions
and Sinks: 1990–2015.
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we care
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green world
Green proudly supports charitable organizations that are meaningful to
our Company’s values and resonate with customers who share the same
views. It’s a powerful way to connect for the greater good, because
good relationships are more than just business.
National Parks | nationalparks.org
American Red Cross | redcross.org
St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital | stjude.org

because you care.
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For more than a decade, Huffy has worked with
Green Worldwide as our exclusive broker for
international freight and Customs service. Their
team of experienced professionals is always willing
to go above and beyond to meet our everyday
needs and unexpected challenges.
Over the years, we have found Green to be very
competitive on all the services they provide but
most importantly, very capable of meeting our
requirements and always doing it with a friendly and
confident staff.
I know we will continue to use
Green Worldwide for decades to come.
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“

“

green clients

9 offices (and growing)
Privately owned, effectively managed
Partnerships in 791 cities, 190 countries

green offices

info@greenworldwide.com

Supply changed
Contact Green and
move FREIGHT FORWARD.

www.greenworldwide.com
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ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DALLAS
DENVER
HOUSTON
LOS ANGELES
MIAMI
NEW YORK
SEATTLE

www.greenworldwide.com
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